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1. Introduction & Visitor Tracking Methodology 
The 2021 season was the second year of the COVID-19 Pandemic. In 2020, the Village experienced a late 
opening in mid-July. All events, most weddings, all group and school tours were cancelled. The Village 
modified its visitor services to adhere to provincial public health measures and managed to keep the door open 
until the end of September. The November Christmas dinners were held, but the next lock down cancelled the 
Walk Through Christmas Past. In 2020, admission to the Village was waived, as staff were being subsidized 
and many of the normal visitor experiences like farm animals were not present on the grounds. Without 
admission charges we produced a very different set of visitor statistics, primarily because we did not have any 
cash register admission data to mine for analysis. We had, however, very accurate numbers with regards to 
group size and demographics because we introduced a registration form that captured many of the details that 
we typically tally at the front desk.. 

 

In 2021, we began in the early Spring to plan a normal operational season. Events were posted, admission 
prices re-introduced, and modified plans for welcoming visitors were reviewed. Then the next wave of 
pandemic hit, and the province was again locked down in May and part of June. This once again cancelled 
many of the summer events, but we proceeded with plans to charge admission because reduced wage subsidies 
from government required that we return to self-generated revenue. We ensured many of our regular 
experiences, such as farm animals, were present on site, and as part of the ACOA / Province of NS funded 
Pandemic Pivot Plan, we were able to expand outdoor spaces and experiences. These safe options were 
featured in our marketing. Visitor statistics continued to be gathered through the visitor registration form, and 
thus captured much of the same statistics as the previous year. An attempt to tally additional information such 
as senior / adult / youth information was abandoned because of the difficulty in speaking to groups of people 
when trying to remain masked and distanced, as well as reducing congestion in the Hosking Store entryway. 
Thus, comparing numbers in terms of attendance between the last two years is very accurate.  
 
 

2. Total Attendance Details - Summary 

Chart 1 shows Total Attendance for the seven year span from 2015 to 2021. Total attendance includes all 
streams of visitors from rentals to special events, specific programming and regular day visits (see Chart 2 for 
this breakdown). Prior to the pandemic, Memory Lane was seeing solid incremental growth brought about by a 
number of initiatives identified in its Strategic Plan and Interpretive Development Plan which included 
rebranding, investment in managed and boosted social media, additional special events, and promotion of the 
Village as a venue for weddings and other special gathering.  The dip in 2020 clearly shows the result of the 
pandemic—a 77% decline in visitation. However, the increase in visitation in 2021, despite opening late and 
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not having any of our regular summer events, shows a 117% increase in visitation from 2020 to 2021. This 
puts our 2021 numbers at just 51% less than our total 2019 visitation and while we cannot assume another 
117% increase in 2022, this is a solid indicator that 2022 is well on the road to recovery. 

3. Attendance by Category 
Chart 2 shows the breakdown of visitation by category. While there were no group tours at all in 2020, we saw 
a slow return to group tours (red) as the summer drew to an end in 2021. Tauck Tours is our single most 
important group tour operator, bringing over 700 American visitors annually through September and October 
for a one-hour pit stop and snack. When Tauck returned to its Maritime tours on the 13th of September, the 
bus contained just 5 passengers instead of the regular 50. This grew slightly into October, with the largest bus 
load of 18 passengers. Nevertheless, it was quite a heartening experience to see the drivers and guides that we 
are so familiar with and to know that the company will return to us in 2022. Only a small number of other 
group tours came in 2021, primarily Northwood seniors and East Coast Varsity youth. No school tours were 
booked in 2021. 

Rentals (orange) also showed some recovery in 2021. We provided rehearsal space to community theatre 
group, Eastern Shore Players, hosted several Celebrations of Life, and two weddings. Weddings were still 
reduced in terms of gathering limits in 2021, and many of the couples booked in 2020 and 2021, moved on to 
doing back-yard weddings and elopements. This will be an important area of recovery, financially, for the 
Village in 2022 and going forward work carried out to improve marketing of weddings, should result in more 
weddings in the next few years. 

The Special Programming (blue) category also saw an increase with the Eastern Shore Players performing a 
walk-about production for four nights in August, and the introduction of the Fibre Festival, which may 
eventually become part of Memory Lane’s permanent Special Events. For the 2021 year, it was counted in the 
Special Programming category. 
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The Special Event category (green) is an important part of Memory Lane’s business model. Museums are often 
challenged in attracting repeat and local visitors. Memory Lane has built a roster of special events that 
contribute significantly to self-generated revenue (especially in the shoulder season) but also contribute 
directly (room nights, vendors) and indirectly (traffic to local businesses) to the local economy. Events like the 
Cold Waters Seafood Festival were attracting out-of-province visitors in 2019. Even with the cancellation of 
all events until the Forest Festival in October, we can see just how important events are to the overall total 
visitor count. Forest Festival saw 430 visitors (almost as much as the 2019 event) and 874 visitors came in two 
nights to Walk Through Christmas Past (comparable to one night in 2019). Bringing back a full slate of events 
in 2022 is instrumental in the recovery process, however the challenge will be to support numbers similar to 
2019 safely on the grounds at Memory Lane and potentially that the public is not ready to return to the days of 
crowded events. 

The final category (purple) is General Village Attendance (day visitors who pay admission). This figure is only  
600 fewer than 2019, and almost double 2020. This is a very positive figure because it suggests that general 
visitation recovered despite the lack of out-of-province visitors in 2021. Nova Scotians were told to take 
“Staycations” and to discover their province, and they clearly did. This may bode well for the 2022 season, 
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because the visitors who “discovered” Memory Lane during the pandemic may return with family and friends, 
or choose to attend a special event that was not available when they visited. While Nova Scotians may not feel 
like another year of travelling locally, the hope is that they will now remember the “forgotten shore”. 

 

4. Visitor Demographics  

Where visitors came from during the pandemic years is not surprising. Clearly local visitors made up the bulk 
of 2021 visitation, but the recovery is evident when compared to 2020 when there were virtually no outside 
visitors at all. The increase in visitors from “other parts of NS” in 2021 shows the “staycation” effect. Road 
sign referrals, shown in the second chart below also confirms that many people were out for a drive. 
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Recommendations for 2022 
2020 Recommendation: A set of recommendations were prepared in the 2019 Visitor  Analysis that 
essentially were unable to be acted upon because of the Pandemic. For this truncated report, we have revised 
some of these for the upcoming season, while adding a few others which are more applicable to Pandemic 
recovery. 

Build on Shoulder Season: Continue to expand and draw more visitors to the Village in September  and 
the off-season. The addition of the Fibre Arts Festival on October 23rd will help with this goal, as will the 
continuation of the Forest Festival (October 1). 

Extend the Village Potential into the Evenings: We plan to br ing back the Spotlight Ser ies with her itage 
talk and dinner on Thursday nights, and remain closed on Mondays and Tuesdays. The two closed days will be 
a change to a typical operational season, but given staffing issues, this will be a good test to see if we can 
maintain revenues and numbers and still be closed for two days. 

Create More Packages: The new website and shop will aid in helping to increase package sales, and 
several new opportunities for packaging are on the horizon. Work should be done to populate Discover Halifax 
with as many packages and deals as possible. 

Boost Awareness around Environmental Footprint and Policies: This is an excellent focus for  2022 
considering the state of environmental awareness and ethical vacationing trends. This is an easy focus since the 
installation of the solar array in 2019, the electrical vehicle charger installation in 2018, and the fact that all our 
events are created with the intention or minimizing waste and environmental footprint. Messaging around the 
Village and events such as the Cold Waters Seafood Festival will heavily feature our ethos regarding the 
environment and our ongoing sustainability policies and improvements. 

Standardize Revenue Streams: Deep analysis of visitor  choices (T&C, T&C Upgrades, Half & Full 
Chow Options) is important and current accounting does not always accurately reflect these choices. Cash 
register buttons are pre-programmed and align with codes in the Simply Accounting Software, but buttons are 
frequently repurposed for special event meal choices and often are inputted using the standard codes thus 
skewing analysis so that manual adjustments need to be made. A comprehensive key to entering non-standard 
meals and admissions should be drawn up and used for bookkeeping so an accurate data set can be produced 
with ease and revenues can be examined in detail. 

Market Meal Options: The drop in T&C sales in 2019 and the r ise in picnic sales dur ing the pandemic 
means we should be examining all food options and working hard to increase Cookhouse Sales. With a new 
cook entering the mix, this will be top of mind planning in 2022. 

Improve Visitor Statistics: We do a good job at gather ing visitor  stats, but we need to do a better  job. 
The pandemic allowed us to gather really accurate demographic information and we should explore better 
ways of capturing this in 2022 that does not rely on the storekeeper remembering to ask the visitor the basic 
demographic questions. 




